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A big thank you to the NSF,  

Julia Lane, the USPTO, the Fung Institute,  
UC Berkeley COE, HBS, IQSS, Google, IP Checkups –  
and all of you for feedback and help over the years 



In the 3rd floor of the old naval 
architecture building at Cal… 
•  an intrepid band of geeks bangs away at their keyboards. 
•  Their first goal: Help our community put the patent data on 

solid footing for academic and policy research 
–  Weekly updates of grant, app, and disambiguation data 
–  Host raw data, code, and finished data in a variety of formats 

•  Scraping is faster, easier, far less of a headache – and quicksand to build on 

–  Useful tools 
–  Enough documentation so you can be successful w/o questions 

•  After we accomplish first goal, try and do some research 



The Fung Institute Patent Lab: 
Gabe Fierro 

Kevin Shen 

Lee Fleming 

Guan Cheng Li 

Kevin Johnson 

Ron Lai 

Min Yoon Jung 
Jill Rabinowitz 

Former friends who have moved on: Alvin Chang, David Doolin, Ken Younge 



Descending in altitude a bit: 

Weekly updates by late September?  What formats?  Frequency? 



Notes:  
1)   Lawyer 
2)   Assignee 
3)   Location 
4)   Inventor 
(full engine) 
5) App data 
6) Non-pat refs 
7) Claims 
8) Pat refs and 
Counts 
 
Code is done 
but not tested 
on full dataset 
Code not yet 
written (but 
looks  
reasonable) 
Disambiguated  



Tools 
•  Parsing, cleaning, assignee disambiguation: Gabe Fierro 
•  Schema and API design: Ron Lai 
•  Geo fundamentals/location disambiguation: Kevin Johnson 
•  Geo-mapper: Kevin Shen 
•  Disambiguation engine: Guan-Cheng Li 
•  Clean-tech patent mapper: Guan-Cheng Li 
•  D3 and automated assignee inventor pull: Minyoon Jung 
•  Application data integration: Gabe Fierro, Ron Lai, Guan-Cheng Li 
•  Mobility Mapper: Guan-Cheng Li 
•  All updates and links: 

–  http://www.funginstitute.berkeley.edu/blog-categories/faculty-directors-blog#  



Parsing, cleaning, assignee disambiguation 
•  This is a difficult and yucky task 

–  Hope to extend effort to all raw data 

•  Yet very important 
•  Weekly updates soon 



Current schema 
 
API ready soon 



Disambiguation – Matt Marx 

Plainview NY Everett MA Mt View CA 

Class 704 

Disambiguation and Co-
authorship Networks of the U.S. 

Patent Inventor Database 
 



Inventor disambiguation engine 
•  Just sent back what we hope is 

final revision: 
–  http://www.funginstitute.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/

Disambiguation%20and%20Co-authorship%20Networks
%20of%20the%20U.S.%20Patent%20Inventor%20Database
%20%281975-2010%29_0.pdf  

•  Old DVN data still available 
–  Recent updates from Fung: 

•  June 30 2013 disambiguation: 
–  http://funglab.berkeley.edu/pub/

disamb_no_postpolishing.csv  

•  Going to start over from scratch… 
–  Maybe a tournament? 



Geo fundamentals 
•  Two challenges: 

–  Ambiguous or misspelled names 
–  Get latitude/longitude data  

•  Working with Jeff Oldham at 
Google, can return reliable lat 
and longitude for ~90% pats 
–  Available soon in Fung database 

•  Fundamental problem with 
underlying data makes further 
improvement difficult 



Geo-mapper 
•  Given state, year, and class: 

–  Map those patents (up to 30,000) 
–  Provide download capability 

•  http://ec2-54-226-205-218.compute-1.amazonaws.com/patmapper/ (not permanent link) 

•  Pulls from SQL database (and once updates available…) 



Clean Tech Patent Mapper 

•  Static: old Harvard DVN data 
•  Dataset built by Ken Younge (Purdue) and Kathryn Paisner (IP Checkups) 
•  Energy: wind, solar, bio, hydro, geo, nuclear 
•  Assignee: VC backed, university, government, large and small incumbents, no assignee 
•  Time period; distance from large city 



VC patents 1990-1999 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship  
in Clean Energy: Nanda, Younge, Fleming 



VC patents 2000-2009 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship  
in Clean Energy: Nanda, Younge, Fleming 



!



•  How we visualize updated data? 
– Developing expertise in Data-Driven 

Documents (D3JS)  
•  Pull directly from SQL database 
•  Scripts and direct access 



Application data 
•  Should be straightforward, given schema 

and database investments 
•  Plan to start after AOM 
•  Integrated with grants and normal process 

– Additional field for “application” 
•  Transition from application to granted 

– Any ideas gratefully accepted 



Mobility mapper 
•  Static: from old Harvard DVN database 
•  Larger states 
•  Immigration into MI in 1987: 



!

!

1987 

1982 



!

http://funglab.berkeley.edu/cleantechx/  


